
Geknüpftes Armband mit glitzernden Perlen
Instructions No. 612

A pretty, quickly made summer jewellery is this one with Bracelet glittering beads. Since Glass beads. there are beads and jewellery cord in many colours, you
can match Cloakroom rails it perfectly to yours.

And this is how it works 

Cut the jewellery cord into four parts of equal length and tie them together with an overhand knot, leaving a few centimetres on which individual beads will later
be threaded.
Knot 3 half weaver knots, then thread an orange acrylic bead on each of the two outer cords.
Knot 4 whole weaver knots, then thread 3 glitter beads on each of the outer cords and an orange acrylic bead on each of the two inner cords.
Put the glitter beads in an arc around the acrylic bead and tie 3 whole weaver knots underneath again.
Repeat these steps until the bracelet reaches almost around the wrist, then knot the threads tightly and cut off the guide cords. Knot the cords again to make a
loop that fits over the two ends of the Acrylic beads from bracelet.
Finally thread single beads on the ends of the four cords, knot them and cut them off.

Weaver's knot:

Lay the right knotting cord horizontally over the two guide cords and under
the left knotting cord 
Put the left knotting cord under the guiding cords and through the loop on
the right side to the front
Tighten the resulting half weaver's knot evenly.
Repeat this half weaver knot continuously, starting with the left and right
knotting cord alternately.

Article number Article name Qty
646123-99 Glitter beads, Ø 8 mm, 20 piecesRainbow 2
659093-39 Jewellery cord, 5 m x 1mmPink 1
970373 VBS Handicraft scissors "Pointed" 1
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